Go(s) = 1; Gn(z; zlt z2, ■ ■ ■ , zn) = f dz' f dz" f dz"» (n ^ 1) J h J z1 J zn have applications to a certain class of interpolation problem (Whittaker [7] )(0-In this paper I obtain some formulae connected with these polynomials and use them to improve and extend a theorem due to Levinson [3, 4] , and to shorten the proof of and extend a theorem due to Schoenberg [6] . The constant .7199 is not the "best possible" but cannot be replaced [5] by a number as great as .7378.
The "best possible" value of this constant is known as the Whittaker constant IF. Among new results in this paper, I prove that IF cannot be less than .7259. Schoenberg's Theorem. Iff(z) is an integral function satisfying log M(r) ir lim sup-< -;
r-,» r 4
and if f(z) and each of its derivatives have at least one zero in the segment -1 ^ x -1 of the real axis, thenf(z)=0.
The constant x/4 is the "best possible" as shown by the example cos (7tz/4) 4-sin (7tz/4).
I have to thank Mr. M. H. Quenouille and his staff of computers, Statistics Department, Aberdeen University, for performing the calculations arising in §3.
Presented to the Society, October 30, 1948; received by the editors August 17, 1948. (') Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper. We first require two inequalities (2.1) and (2.4) due to Levinson and (for the sake of completeness)
give his proof. Since by definition If we assume (3.3) and (3.5) are satisfied also for ll^¿^w -1, then (3.6) gives, if we write 7 = 1.3775, ¡j. =0.7692, nLn <yn + y""1 + 1.5t"-2 + 1.9299t"-3 + 2.79157"-4 + n[(n -10)7« + 4.8414t"-6 + 3.6379t"-4 + 2.5981t"-3
Hence Ln<pyn-This proves (3.5) is true for all ¿^11, by induction.
From (2.1) for w = ll,
Oíoái/2 r-7 f\ where ' 2 | sin ra I *(«) = E ----y7-. 2 r i i i Proof of (4.5). (Íyr-P¡Gn( Now, writing G"(xo; Xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn) =G", using (2.2) and (2.3), we note that dGn/dxT (Ogrgw) is either one multiple integral or the product of two such integrals, in each case the total multiplicity being n -1. Similarly dhGn/dxrdx" • ■ ■ dx,, where r, s, ■ ■ ■ , t may all take any values between 0 and n inclusive, is either zero (for example, d2Gn/dxodxx) or the product of not more than ¿ + 1 multiple integrals, the total multiplicity being n -k. Now suppose that positive constants A, y can be found such that If the sequence \zr\ is such that all its limit points belong to S, then (5.3) is satisfied for arbitrarily small h and sufficiently large n, and (5.4) gives It is to be noted that the constant (x/4) exp (-ir2h/8) is "better" (that is, greater) than that obtained from the circle circumscribed to H, namely, .7259/1 +h (which is obtained from Theorem III by the transformation f = (l+h)z)
only for small values of h. 
